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SAFETY AND FIRST AID
1. Tick the correct answers.

a. How would you treat a scraped knee?
i.Give the boy a candy                               ii.Put a band-aid on it

b. If someone had sprained an ankle, what would you do?
i.Put an ice pack on it ii. Put a band-aid on it

c. What would you apply to prevent the growth of disease-causing germs?
i. Antiseptic substance ii.Water

d. What do we if the cut is deep?
i.Tie a bandage ii.Put a band-aid

e. How would you treat a small cut?
i.Tie a bandage ii.Put a band-aid

f. Before attending an injured person, we must.
i.Wash our hands ii.Eat enough food to get energy

g. Washing the cut or wound under running water ensures.
i.Removal of dirt from the wound ii. Prevention of disease

h. While applying first-aid.
i.We must not panic ii. We must be restless

i. The antiseptic solution must be applied.
i.gently ii.roughly.

j. Where should we keep the first aid box?
i. At a convenient place for quick and easy access.  
ii. At a secret place so that only we can find it.



2. Name the following.
a. This occurs when we or the people around us are careless.
b. The immediate help given to an injured person before the arrival of the

doctor.
c. An instrument used for sharpening pencils.
d. The light which guides the people and vehicles to move or stop on the road.
e. A tunnel under a road used by pedestrians to cross the road.
f. We must wear this while driving or travelling in a car.
g. A substance which prevents the growth of disease-causing germs.
h. A box which has all the essential items to give a first aid.
i. We must not take these without consulting the doctor as it may be harmful 

to us.
j. We get this when we touch an electric wire or socket with wet hands.
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